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We explore the implementation of hybridly protected quantum operations combining the merits of holonomy,
dynamical decoupling approach and dephasing-free feature based on a simple and experimentally achievable
spin model. The implementation of the quantum operations can be achieved in different physical systems with
controllable parameters. The protected quantum operations are hence controllable, well-suited for resolving var-
ious quantum computation tasks, such as executing quantum error-correction codes or quantum error mitigation.
Our scheme is based on experimentally achievable Hamiltonian with reduced requirement of computational re-
sources and thus, it brings us closer towards realizing protected quantum operations for resolving quantum
computation tasks in near-term quantum devices.

In recent years, quantum computation has demonstrated its
super capabilities partially with the state-of-art quantum tech-
nologies, however, we are still in the early stage of realiz-
ing full potential of quantum computation. Different types
of errors in quantum system evolution are one of the main
issues hindering the further development of quantum com-
putation. In principle, the errors could be detected and cor-
rected by adding more qubits according to quantum error-
correction codes (QECCs) [1–4]. Unfortunately, it is chal-
lenging to achieve required threshold values of errors with
moderate computational resources in practical experiments,
for realizing large-scale fault-tolerant quantum computation
[5–7]. Thereafter introduces the theory of quantum error mit-
igation (QEM) for improving the accuracy of quantum algo-
rithms with noisy intermediate-scale quantum devices [8, 9],
though the performance of the QEM also relies on the reli-
ability of quantum operations at the level of physical qubits.
It is therefore of essential importance to achieve high-fidelity
quantum operations for the development of quantum compu-
tation.

Various methods aiming to protect quantum operations
have been investigated in the literature, such as holonomic
quantum gates [10–14], dynamical decoupling (DD) approach
[15–17] and the decoherence-free subspaces (DFSs) [18–20],
etc. Quantum holonomy or geometric phase results in robust
quantum operations insensitive to control imprecisions [10–
14]. DD is one attractive approach to combat errors by using
external controls to approximately average out undesired cou-
plings with relatively modest resources [15–17]. DFSs pro-
vide efficient error-prevention schemes for fighting decoher-
ence since they are the subspaces invariant to non-unitary dy-
namics [18–20]. The preserved quantum operations by holon-
omy, and/or DFS, and/or DD are apparently useful in miti-
gating errors at the level of physical qubits, and hence have
gained considerable attention in applying them in different
quantum protocols, for example, protected QECCs [21–25].
By combining QECCs and the noise-resistant methods, it is
expected the effect of errors can be further diminished with-
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out the need of a big increase in computational resource. The
integration of QECCs and holonomic quantum operations has
been explored in Refs. [21–25], but the integration of QECCs
and multiple noise-resistant approaches is still open.

Actually there have been various schemes proposed for
achieving robust quantum operations involving more than one
of the noise-resistant methods, in order to mitigate the ef-
fects of multiple types of errors [26–30]. Specifically in Refs.
[26–29], two noise-resistant methods are integrated and in
Ref. [30], three methods are consolidated to achieve robust
quantum operations. Nevertheless, the results in the litera-
ture are not effortlessly useful for implementing various quan-
tum computation tasks. Some of the reasons are discussed as
follows. First, when combining the different noise-resistant
methods, only some specific quantum gate operations can be
implemented and sometimes the gate operations may not be
readily the gates required in different quantum algorithms.
Multi-step system evolution may be required in achieving de-
sired quantum operations involved in certain quantum algo-
rithm and as a result, it is unknown whether the gate fideli-
ties are sufficiently high without evaluation. Secondly, a large
number of physical qubits are required due to the encoding
of physical qubits in favour of the DFS or DD approach. For
examples, three physical qubits are needed to form one com-
putational qubit in Refs. [26–29]. Thirdly, some of the re-
quired system interactions for achieving the robust quantum
operations are not easily realizable in physical systems with
controllable parameters given a moderate resource of external
drivings [26, 27, 29, 30].

In this work, we explore the implementation of hybridly
protected quantum operations based on one simple spin
model, combining the merits of holonomy, DD approach and
dephasing-free feature. In the scheme, only two physical
qubits are needed for encoding one computational qubit to
support the DFS and DD approaches, reducing the require-
ment of computational resource. The simple spin model can
be easily realized in different physical systems, and so can the
hybridly protected quantum operations. We take a supercon-
ducting system as an example to explore the performance of
the protected gates. With the robust quantum gates, it is possi-
ble to implement protected quantum algorithms, such as pro-
tected QECCs. Due to the noise-resistant properties offered
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by holonomy, DD and DFS, quantum operations are less sen-
sitive to errors and therefore our scheme paves a promising
way towards realizing fault-tolerant quantum tasks in near-
term quantum devices.

To achieve hybridly protected quantum gates, we consider
the following interaction,

H =
∑

m,n,m

Ωmn
(
σm

+σ
n
− + σm

−σ
n
+

)
, (1)

where Ωmn describes the coupling strength between qubits m
and n, and σm,n

± = 1
2 (σm,n

x ± iσm,n
y ). The type of interaction

has been well explored in different physical systems with the
state-of-art experimental technologies, such as superconduct-
ing circuits [31–37] and trapped ions [38–40] with control-
lable system parameters. In most of the cases, the interaction
can be readily achieved on neighbour pairs of physical qubits
by applying or removing external drivings. In other words,
the above desired interaction and hence the hybridly protected
quantum operations discussed in the following are executable
in different practical experiments.

We first use three physical qubits to implement single-qubit
protected quantum gates. Qubit A is auxiliary qubit and com-
putational qubit is formed by qubits 1 and 2 in the following
way |0〉L = |0〉1 |1〉2 and |1〉L = |1〉1 |0〉2, and therefore compu-
tational qubits are encoded in the DFS of dephasing. Given a
system Hamiltonian by properly applying external drivings,

H1 = ΩA1σ
A
+σ

1
− + ΩA2σ

A
+σ

2
− + h.c., (2)

at τ1 = π/Ω with Ω =

√
Ω2

A1 + Ω2
A2 and tan θ

2 = ΩA1/ΩA2, we
have an evolution operator from H1,

U1(τ1) = |0〉A 〈0| ⊗ U1,0(τ1) + |1〉A 〈1| ⊗ U1,1(τ1), (3)

where U1,m(τ1) = (−1)m+1 cos θσL
z − sin θσL

x with m = 0, 1,
written in the basis of {|0〉L , |1〉L}. If the auxiliary qubit is
initially in its ground state |1〉A, we obtain U1,1(τ1) acting on
the computational qubit. We then define two subspaces S0 =

{|001〉 , |010〉} and S1 = {|101〉 , |110〉} with the corresponding
projection operators PS0 = |001〉 〈001|+ |010〉 〈010| and PS1 =

|101〉 〈101|+ |110〉 〈110|, to show the quantum holonomy pos-
sessed by U1,1(τ1). We first find Sm(τ1) = U1(τ1)Sm = Sm,
which is first condition for quantum holonomy. Next we ob-
serve PSm (t)H1PSm (t) = 0 where PSm (t) = U1(t)PSm U†1(t).
Therefore U1,1(τ1) is a holonomic matrix in the DFS of de-
phasing.

We then adjust system parameters to obtain the following
Hamiltonian,

H2 = Ω12σ
1
+σ

2
− + h.c., (4)

and we find

U2(τ2) = eiπ/(4Ω12)H2 U1(τ1)U1(τ1)
∣∣∣
θ=0e−iπ/(4Ω12)H2

= |0〉A 〈0| ⊗ U2,0(τ2) + |1〉A 〈1| ⊗ U2,1(τ2), (5)

where τ2 = 2τ1+π/(2Ω12) and U2,m(τ2) = ei(−1)mθσL
z . When the

auxiliary qubit is in its ground state |1〉A, we achieve single-
qubit gates U2,1(τ2) acting on the computational qubit. From

U2,1(τ2), we find that θ is the total phase accumulated by the
computational state |m〉L (m = 0, 1) and the phase is purely
geometric. This is because the dynamic phase is zero from the
investigation of the parallel transport condition [41]. There-
fore U2,1(τ2) describes single-qubit geometric gates acting on
the computational qubit in the DFS of dephasing.

For two-qubit protected quantum gates, we consider four
physical qubits to form two computational qubits in the
DFS of dephasing {|00〉L , |01〉L , |10〉L , |11〉L} where |00〉L =

|0〉1 |1〉2 |0〉3 |1〉4 for example and auxiliary qubits are not re-
quired. The system Hamiltonian is given by,

H3 = Ω23σ
2
+σ

3
− + Ω24σ

2
+σ

4
− + h.c.. (6)

We next control system parameters and get

H4 = Ω34σ
3
+σ

4
− + h.c. (7)

Similarly through a four-step evolution according to H3 and
H4, at τ′2 = 2τ′1 + π/(2Ω34) where τ′1 = π/Ω′ with Ω′ =√

Ω2
23 + Ω2

24 and tan θ′

2 = Ω23/Ω24, we find

U4(τ′2) = eiπ/(4Ω34)H4 U3(τ′1)U3(τ′1)
∣∣∣
θ′=0e−iπ/(4Ω34)H4

= e−iθ′σL
z ⊗σ

L
z , (8)

where U3(τ′1) is the evolution operator from Hamiltonian H3
at t = τ′1 written in the basis of {|00〉L , |01〉L , |10〉L , |11〉L}
[41]. It is clear that θ′ is the total phase collected by state
|mn〉L (m, n = 0, 1). The phase is entirely geometric since the
dynamic phase is zero according to the parallel transport con-
dition [41]. This shows U4(τ′2) leads to two-qubit geometric
gates acting on the two computational qubits.

We have shown that a set of holonomic quantum gates act-
ing in the DFS of dephasing can be implemented based on
the interaction (1). Special spotlight should be on another ro-
bust merit possessed by the quantum gates, and that is the
feature of applicable DD approach on the system evolution
without causing any disturbance. According to the DD ap-
proach, undesired couplings can be approximately averaged
out by the decoupling group G that is usually selected as:
G = {11⊗N , σ⊗N

x , σ⊗N
y , σ⊗N

z } for N physical qubits [42, 43]. It
is easy to show in our scheme that [H1,2,G j] = 0 when N = 3
and [H3,4,G j] = 0 when N = 4. The results tell us that the re-
sulting average system-bath coupling can roughly be reduced
to nil with the decoupling group, and so the DD approach to
mitigate decoherence effect is applicable in our scheme of ex-
ecuting holonomic quantum gates in the DFS of dephasing.
Therefore, we are able to implement a set of hybridly pro-
tected quantum gates, combining the merits of holonomy, DD
and DFS based on the simple and experimentally achievable
interaction.

In the following, we investigate the implementation of the
hybridly protected quantum gates in superconducting circuits.
The system consists of an array of quantum Rabi model
(QRM), in which each QRM is just one effective qubit and
the qubit-qubit coupling is by controllable hopping interaction
via superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID),
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as illustrated in Fig. 1. The system Hamiltonian of three-
neighbour QRMs is [37],

HcQRM =
∑3

m=1 Hr
m + J12 cos(ω12t + φ12)(a†1 + a1)(a†2 + a2)

+J13 cos(ω13t + φ13)(a†1 + a1)(a†3 + a3), (9)

where Hr
m = ωc

ma†mam +
ω

q
m

2 σz,m + gm(a†m + am)σx,m (ωc
m,

ω
q
m, and gm represent LC resonator frequency, flux-qubit fre-

quency, and qubit-resonator coupling strength, respectively)
is the Hamiltonian of m-th QRM, and Jmn, ωmn and φmn de-
scribe the coupling strength, frequency and phase of the hop-
ping interaction [37]. As illustrated in the supplemenary ma-
terials [41], HcQRM in the interaction picture with respect to∑3

m=1 Hr
m almost ideally brings us the interaction described by

Eq. (1) with σm
± replaced by Pauli operations acting on effec-

tive qubits [37]. The two desired effective Hamiltonians for
realizing different protected single/two-qubit quantum gates
can be derived with only one [for Hamiltonian (4)] or two [for
Hamiltonian (2)] external drivings, reducing the need for more
resource of external drivings. In the superconducting system,
we evaluate the performance of our scheme by randomly se-
lecting 30 initial states for each gate. The fidelities of various
single- and two-qubit gates are demonstrated in Table I. In the
calculations, five lowest energy levels of QRMs are consid-
ered and as explained in [41], the coupled QRMs can be de-
scribed by coupled effective qubits even with more higher en-
ergy levels presented by properly selecting system parameters.
It is reasonable to expect poorer gate fidelities when decoher-
ence effects are considered. Fortunately, some of the negative
effects can be mitigated via the DD approach since our effec-
tive Hamiltonians commute with the decoupling group. To re-
alize the DD approach, the decoupling group elements should
be described by the Pauli operations acting on the effective

Computational qubit 1 Computational qubit 2

QRM 2 QRM 3

2 41 3

A

FIG. 1: Schematic setup of tunably coupled QRMs through SQUIDs.
Each QRM includes a LC oscillator and a flux qubit, coupled to each
other through inductance. QRM A is auxiliary qubit to realize single-
qubit gate on computational qubit 1 or 2.

Gate Realization Fidelity
σL

x −U1,1(τ1)
∣∣∣
θ=π/2

≈ 0.9999+

σL
z U1,1(τ1)

∣∣∣
θ=0

≈ 0.9999+

HL U1,1(τ1)
∣∣∣
θ=−π/4

≈ 0.9999+

S L = diag(1, i) ei π4 U2,1(τ2)
∣∣∣
θ=π/4

≈ 0.9999+

T L = diag(1, ei π4 ) ei π8 U2,1(τ2)
∣∣∣
θ=π/8

≈ 0.9999+

ei π4 σ
L
z ⊗σ

L
z U4(τ′2)

∣∣∣
θ′=−π/4

≈ 0.9996

CZL e−i π4 (S L ⊗ S L)U4(τ′2)
∣∣∣
θ′=−π/4

≈ 0.9994

TABLE I: The realization of a universal set of quantum gates in the
system of coupled QRMs. In our calculations, the following param-
eters are selected, ωc

m = 2π × 7 GHz, ωq
m = 2π × 6.1 or 5.1 GHz,

gm = 2π×2 GHz, Ω = Ω′ = 2π×2 MHz which determine the values
of Jmn, see details in supplementary materials [41]).

qubits or QRMs. It is shown in Ref. [37], single-effective-
qubit operations and thus the Pauli operations can be executed
by applying external drivings on physical qubits.

We have investigated the implementation of the protected
quantum gates in the superconducting circuits, both Clifford
and non-Clifford gates. It is well-known that Clifford gates
alone are not universal, but together with a non-Clifford T
gate, any quantum operations can be generated. Therefore,
the set of protected quantum gates can achieve a universal
set of quantum gates for quantum computation, leading to
various applications in resolving quantum computation tasks.
We then discuss the use of the protected quantum operations
in QECCs by considering surface codes as an example. It
is generally accepted that surface codes offer a promising
way for achieving large-scale fault-tolerant quantum compu-
tation, partly because the syndrome measurements are based
on nearest-neighbour interactions [44, 45]. The syndrome
measurements can be performed by acting Hadamard and
CNOT gates in sequence on measurement and data qubits,
followed by certain measurements [44]. The initializtion and
quantum operations on surface codes depend on established
syndrome measurements aided by desired quantum operations
acting on computational qubits [45]. Given the universal set
of protected quantum gates explored in our scheme, both the
initialization and quantum operations on surface codes can
be preserved by holonomy, DFS and DD. Moreover, the pro-
tected quantum gates are executable in superconducting sys-
tems or trapped ions, and so it is possible to implement pro-
tected surface codes experimentally.

To summarize, we have presented a scheme to achieve
protected quantum operations in a hybrid manner integrating
holonomy, DD and dephasing-free features. Our scheme is
based on one simple and well-developed interaction model,
and in the scheme only two physical qubits are needed for en-
coding one computational qubit in favor of the DFS and DD
approaches, and thus our scheme requires comparably less re-
source of qubits than that in the known schemes [26–29]. Due
to the noise-resistant properties of the above mentioned ap-
proaches, the protected quantum operations are less sensitive
to errors and therefore our scheme is of essential importance
in achieving noise-resistant quantum computation. We have
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explored the implementation of the protected quantum opera-
tions in a superconducting system, in which adjustable qubit-
qubit interaction between neighbour pair of QRMs is possible.
Two desired effective Hamiltonians can be derived with only
one or two external drivings for coupling two QRMs or two
pairs of three QRMs, reducing the need for more resource and
hence alleviating the scaling problem with external drivings.
The set of hybridly protected quantum gates are useful in im-
plementing various quantum computation tasks due to their
universality and robustness. Specifically, we have discussed
the implementation of surface codes on the basis of the pro-
tected quantum operations. Since our scheme mitigates errors
in system evolution, the errors suffered at the level of creating
QECCs and implementing quantum operations on QECCs can
be reduced, and thus the opportunity of successfully execut-
ing QECCs can be enhanced. Moreover, it has not escaped our

notice that our scheme can also be executed in a physical sys-
tem of trapped ions [38–40]. The full connectivity of trapped
ions makes the protected quantum operations even useful in
achieving different robust quantum computation tasks. There-
fore our scheme brings us closer towards realizing protected
quantum operations and so fault-tolerant quantum computa-
tion with near-term quantum devices since it is based on ex-
perimentally achievable Hamiltonian.
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